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Modifications
to the

BWR Emergency Procedure Guidelines
to address

Reactor Core Instabilities

The BWR Owners' Group Emergency Procedures Committee (EPC) has
aeveloped modificanons to the BWR Emergency Procedure Guidelines (EPGs)
(Reference 1) to address potential reactor core thermal-hydraulic instabilities,
spectiically large irregular power oscillations.

Reactor core instabilities may occur when the reactor is operated at a reladvely
rugh power-to-flow rano and core recirculation flow is reduced. Instabilities are
marufested by oscillations in reactor power which,if the reactor cannot be
shutdown, may increase in magnitude and, under certain circumstances, become
sufficiently large and irregular to cause fuel damage. The initiation trvi growth
of these oscilianons is principally dependent upon the subcooling at the core
miet: the greater the subcooling, the more likely oscillaticais will commence and
increase in magnitude [ Reference 2).

The EPC has added two steps to the EPGs to prevent or mitigate the
consecuences of potential reactor instabilities:

If the reactor is not shutdown. RPV water level is lowered to two feet'

below the feedwater sparger and then mamtained in a band below this
.

level. The EPGs previously permitted this action, but it was not regtured.
This places the feedwater sparger in the steam space so that any iniecnon
through the sparger will be heated by steam before it reaches the liquid
surf ace in the downcomer. Heatmg the injected water reduces the core
inlet subcooling, thereby preventmg or mitigatmg the consequences of
oscillations.

Lowering RPV water level further than two feet below the feedwater
sparger would result in increased steam heatmg of the injected water and
thus reduced subcooling. However, lowering RPV water level also
increases the likelihood of automatic MSIV closure and RPV isolation.
Two feet below the sparger has been selected as the upper bound of the
RPV water level control band for the following rea. ons:c

a. This water levelis sufficiently low that steam heating of the mjected
water will be 65% to 75% complete (i.e., the difference between the
temperature of the injected water and the temperature of steam in the
RPV wdl be reduced by 65% to 75%) (Reference 3|.
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r. This water levei is surii:ientiv high that most plants without the
capabliity to readtiv ovpass the low RPV wate'r level MSIV isolanon
snould be aole to control RPV water level with feedpumps to preciude
:he isoianon. Table 1 illustrates the relanonshio between the top of the
new RP'.' water level control band and the MSIV isolanon setoomt for
each domesuc BWR.

2. Soluble boron is dected into the RPV whenever large oscillanons are
observea. The EPGs previously permitted this action, but it was not
requirec. In:ecnon of soluble boron mitigates the consequences of large
irregular oscilianons by limiting their duranon.

Permitting but not requiring boron injection prior to the observance of
osculations permits the operanng crew to inject boron early if it is clearfy
necessary but does not require boron injection when this might
unnecessarily increase the potential for a damaging reactivity excursion
should RPV depressurizanon subsequently be required.

The EPC has also added or modified other EPG steps to reduce the likelihood of
MSIV or RPV iniecnon system isolanon and to facilitate operator action under
scram failure conditions:

Main steam line (MSL) and offgas high radiation interlocks are bypassed if1.
necessary m order to open or preclude closing of MSIVs. Preserving the
main condenser as a heat sink significantly reduces the energy which the
primary contai:vnent must absorb, and any release through the MSLs will
normally be held up in the offgas system until the reactor can be
shutdown oy injection of soluble boron.

Rectrculanen pumps are tripped before recirculation flow is run back only1
wnen all MSLs are isolated and no RPV iniecnon system which may trio
on high RPV water level is operating. This reduces' the likelihood titat the
RPV may be isolated or an injection system tripped due to level swell
following recirculation pump trip.

3. Interlocks are bypassed if necessary to prevent injection into the RPV in
order to lower RPV water level.

4. MSL interlocks are bypassed immediately under all scram failure
conditions if this capability exists.

i RPV water levelis controlled above the Minimum Steam Cooling RPV
Water Level (MSCRWL) under all scram failure conditions. The EPGs
previously required RPV water level to be controlled above the top of the
active fuel under certain circumstances even though the core is adequately
cooled whenever water level is above the MSCRWL. Permitting water
level to drop to the MSCRWL increases the required water level control
band and results in lower reactor power and containment heanip.

The RPV water level control bands employed in the current EPGs and
those which will result from the EPG modifications to address potential
reactor instabilities are illustrated in Figure 1.
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Isolation Top of New Control Band
Plant to MSIV isolation (in,)Bypass

A Yes -46

8 Yes -45

C No 12

D Yes 10

E No 11

18F No -

G No 18

H No 3

I Yes 29

J No 37

K No 48

L No 44

M No 44

N No 74

O No 97

P No 81

Q No 76

R No 71

S No 76

T No 71

U Planned -9

V No 70

W Yes 82

X No 86

Y Yes 84
.

Z No 87
_

,

|

Table 1. RPV Water Level Operating Range

I
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'he EPG modificanons developed by the EPC have been evaluated and shown to ;

ce eriecuve in reaucmg tne magrutude of reactor power oscillations resulting |

om reactor core instabilities (Reference 41

The mocificanons consist of changes in Sections RC/P and RC/Q and in
Connngencies #4 and #5 of the EPGs. These EPG secnons and contingencies, '

;

.evisea to reflect the changes, are contained in Attachment A. The changes are
; dent:fied by a verncal bar in the nght-hand margin. Text proposed for addition

i

.s uncieruned, and text proposed for deletion is lined out. Step number changes
which are required to accommodate the modifications but which do not alter the
seauence of s'teps are not identified. ;

i

&ferences:
1. BWR Owners' Group E.nergencu Procedure Guidelines, Revision 4. OG

Docuinent S390-4. Jannary.1987, NEDO 31331, March,1987

2. ATWS Rule issues Relative to BWR Core Thermal-Hydraulic Stabilitu. NEDO-
~ ~

32047, February,1992

3. SWROG ATWS/Stabilitu Mitigation Studies - Condensation Heat Transfer to
T >edwater at Reduced Water Lerel, DRF No. A13-00334 /Section 26.1,
Wyember 30,1992

4. Mitis:tton o|BWR Care Thermal Hydraulic Instabilities in ATWS,
NEDO-32164, December,1992
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Attachment A*

RC/P Monitor and contros RPV pressure.

I

If while executing the following steps:

* A high divwell pressure ECCS initiation signal (l2.0 pstg
idrt;well pressure which initiates ECCSl/l exists, prevent
mjection from those LPCS and LPCI pumps not required
to assure adequate core cooling prtor to depressurtzing
below their maximutn injection pressures.

* Emergency RPV Depressurtzation is anticipated and
either all control rods are inserted to or beyond
position (02 \ Maximum Subcrtlical Banked &
Withdrawal Postiton)1 or it has been determined that
the reactor will remain shutdown under all
conditions without boron rapidly depressurize-the
RPV with the main turbine bypass valves.

* Emergency RPV Depressurtzation is required and less
than 17 (number of SRVs dedicated to ADS)| SRVs are
open enter (procedure developed from Contingency #21.'

I
*

+ RPV water level cannot be determined and less than (7
(number of SRVs dedicated to ADSil SRVs are open, enter
(procedure developed from Contingency #21.

* RPV water level cannot be determined and at least 17
(rtumber of SRVs dedicated to ADSil SRVs are open, enter
(procedure developed fmm Contingency #41

RC/P-1 If any SRV is cycling. Initiate IC and manually open
SRVs until RPV pressure drops to (935 pstg (RPV pressure
at wtuch all turbine bypass valves arefully opert |.\

1

;
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Attachment A*

__

If wntle executing the following steps:

* Suppression pool temperature cannot be maintained Obelow the Heat Capacity Temperature Limit,
maintain RPV pressure below the Limit.

l{ cat Capacity Temperature Limit

m.
^

m
I 210 '.

f \

-? rx l\
~
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3 '00 200 300 400 500 ea) 700 soo 900 1000 t t<c

APV Pmssure (pag)

* Suppression pool water level cannot be maintained @
below the SRV Tall Pipe Level Limit, maintain RPV

i pressure below the Limit.

SRV Tall Pipe Level Limit

is

5
~2'

i |N %a .,

3 (

?" I \
i!" | s .

+.
a ..

* . .
't

3 200 m en soo 'Oco 'toO

APV Pressure tosag)

+ Steam Cooling is required. enter (procedure developed
from Contingency s3).

!
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Attachment A
*

.

I

p r ea r uu

it while executtng the following steps:

* Boron Injection is required, and

* The main condenser is available, and

* There has been no indication of cycc- fue! f2Hurse a |

steam line break.

open MSIVs. bypassing MSL and offaas high radiation
interlocks pneum 2t!c ycter- and low RPV water level
ice!2 tion interlocks if necessary, to re-establish the mam

condenser as a heat sink.

RC/P-2 Stablitze RPV pressure at a pressure below (1045 psig
(high RPV pressure scram setpoind\ w1th the matn turbine
bypass valves.

RPV pressure control may be augmented by one or more
of the followmg systems:

* IC

* SRVs only when suppression pool water level is
above (4 ft. 9 in. (elevatton of top of SRV discharge
deutcell; open SRVs in the followmg sequence u
possible: (M. B. G. F. D. L. K C. A (SRV operung
sequence)|: if the continuous SRV pneumatic supply
is or becomes unavailable, place the control switch
for each SRV in the (CLOSE or AUTOl' position.

* HPCI with suction from the condensate storage tank. @
* RCIC with suction from the condensate storage tank. @$
* [Other steam driven equipment]

* RWCU (rectrculation model bypassing (regenerative heat
exchangers andl filter /demineraltzers and, if necessary,
defeating SLC and other tsolation interlocks.

Main steam line drains*

RWCU (blowdown modri if no boron has been injected*

into the RPV; refer to (sampling procedurest pnor to
intttating blowdown.

i

RC9 Draft S7-
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Attachment A
,

f
' !! while necuttnc the followmg steps the reactor is not
i
i snutdown, return to (Step RC/P 21
!

RC/P-3 When either:
* All control rods are inserted to or beyond position 102

(Manmum Subcrmcal Banked Withdrawal Posttion)|, or

+ lt has been determined that the reactor w111 remain
shutdown under all conditions without boron, or

e

1700 pounds (Cold Stundown Baron Weighdl of botana

have been injected into the RPV or

The reactor is shutdown and no boron has been*

injected into the RPV.

depressurize the RPV and maintain cooldown rate below

IlOO*F/hr (RPV cooldown rate LColl.

If one or more SRVs are being used to depre,.surtze the RPV
and the continuous SRV pneumatte supply 5 or becomes
unavailable, depressurtze with sustained SRV upening.

RC/P 4 When the shutdown cooling RPV pressure interlock
clears. Initiate shutdown cooling (using only those RHR
pumps not required to mamtain RPV water level above
110 in. (RPV water (etel shutdown cooling trueriocMi by
operation in the LPCI model.

If shutdown cooling cannot be established and further
cooldown is required continue to cool down using one or

4

more of the systems used for depressurtzation.

RC/P-5 When either:
All control rods are inserted to or beyond position (02*

iMaxtmum Subcrttical Banked Withdrawal Posinon)) or

It has been determtaled that the reactor will remain*

shutdown under all conditions without boron. or

(700 pounds (Cold Shutdown Baron Weighdf of boron-

have been injected into the RPV.

proceed to cold shutdown in accordance with (procedure
for cooldown to cold shutdown conditionsl. J

RC10' - Draft S 7. . 1
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Attacnment A*

.,

PC/Q Momtor and control reactor power,

if while executing the followmg steps:

* A.ll control rods are inserted to or beyond position (02
(Maxtmum Subcrttical Banked Withdrawal Posttionl|
terminate boron injection and enter (scram procedurel.

* It has been determined that the reactor will remain
shutdown under all conditions without boron,
terminate boron injection and enter (scram procedurel.

* The reactor is shutdown and no boron has been injected
into the RPV. enter (scram procedurel.

RC/Q1 (Confirm or place the reactor mode switch in SHUTDOWN.]

! RC/Q-2 If ARI has not initiated, initiate ARI.]
_

RC/Q-3 If the main turbine generator is on line land the '4S!*
are cpe an MSL 19 not isolated.1 for if any of the

!
follow,nc systems are coeratino-

l
'

Feedwater.

i

HPCIj *

i RCIC I.

confirm or intilate rectreulation flow nanback to
minimum. ~

_

RC/Q4 If reactor power is above (3% (APRM downscale Inpil or
cannot be determined, trtp the rectreulation pumps.

_

-

i RC/Q-5 If ARI has not initiated, initiate'. ARI. _
_

Execute (Steps RC/Q 6 and RC/Q-71 concurrently.

RC-I 1 Draft S7 '
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Attachment A

RC/Q-6 Either:
+ When cenodic neutron flux osctilations in excess of

125e4 ilarae Oscillation Thresholtill ceak-to-ceak
commence and continue. or

. Before suppression pool temperature reaches (the
d

Boron Injection Initiation Temperaturel but c
't"

&e e2ctcc c2rct be ':ut dc':-

BORON INJECnON IS REQUIRED: inject boron into the
RPV with SLC and prevent automatic initiation of ADS.

Baron injection Initiation Temperature

a
_

u.
~
,

'

$x
h .

J l I \-
3

.ao \. : . , ,,;3.

$ l'O

b
$
o

a
* 2 3 a 5 4

;

,

hector Power (%)

If boron cannot be injected with SLC, inject boron into
the RPV by one or more of the following alternate
methods:

--

CRD+

HPCS+

RWCU+

Feedwatera

! * HPCI
RCIC -.

r a
| * Hydro pump

4
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AttaCnment A
.

.f while executtne the following steps SLC tank
water level drops to (O% (low SLC tank water (evel ,

:npil, confirm automatic inp of or manually inp
the SLC pumps,

RC/Q4.1 |f boron is not being intected into the RPV by
RWCU and RWCU is not isolated. bypass
(regenerative heat exchangers andl
filter /demineralizers.

RC/Q4.2 Continue to inject boron until 1700 pounds
(Cold Stumfown Boron Wefgtttti of boron have

been injected into the RPV. ,

L

RC/Q4.3 Enter (scram procedurel.

RC/Q-7 Insert control rods as follows:
'

RC/Q-71 Reset ARI. defeating ARI logic trips if necessary.

RC/Q-7.2 Insert control rods with one or more of the
following methods:

* De-energize scram solenoids

* Vent the scmm air header

* Reset the scram. defeating RPS logic trips
if necessary, drain the scrarn discharge
volume, and initiate a manual scram

* Open individual scram test switches

* Increase CRD cooling water differential
pressure

* Drive control rods. defeating RSCS and
RWM interlocks if necessary

* Vent control rod dnve overptston volumes [

RC13 Draft S7
h
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Attachment A*

1
|

C4 1 f any control rod cannot be ceterminea to be tnserted to or oeyana

::osttton (02 ( Alannum Subcrtucal Banked Withdrawal Postnoru| and
it has not been determtned that the reactor will remaul shutdown |

'

unoer all conditions without boron flood the RPV as follows:

If while execuung the following steps either all control rods are
inserted to or beyond position (02 (Afaximum Subentical
Danked Withdrawal PosuionJl or tt has been determ1ned that
the reactor will remain shutdown under all conditions without-
boron but RPV water level cannot be determined, continue in
this procedure at (Step C4-21

C4 1.1 Terminate and prevent all injection into the RPV except
from boron injection systems and CRD. defeattnc interlocks
as reautred. until RPV pressure is below the Minimum
Alternate RPV Flooding Pressure.

-

Numcor Of RPV Pressure

Coen SRVs (psig)

7 or more 94

Siinimum 6 112
Alternate

RPV Flooding 5 137

Pressure 4 175

3 238

2 364

1 743

--

If less than i1 (muumum number of SRVsfor wttich the
hiinirnum Alternate RPV FTooding Pressure is below the
lowest SRV lifting pressuret| SRV(si can be opened,
continue m this procedure.

C4-| .2 - li at least (4 (hiinunum Number of SRVs Regturedfor
Emergenct) Depressurimrtnn)! SRVs can be opened, close
the MSIVs. main steam line drain valves, and IC RCIC.
and RHR steam condensing isolation valves.

C4 2 Draft SS
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Attachment A
9

;

CONTINGENCY #5

LEVEL / POWER CONTROL

:( while executing the following steps:

. RPV water level cannot be determined. enter (procedure
developed from Contingency #4).

All control rods are inserted to or beyond posttion (O2 (Maxunurn*

Subcntical Banked Withdrawal Posttion)| or it has been
determined that the reactor will remain shutdown under all
conditions without boron, enter (procedure developed from the
RPV Control Guidelinel at IStep RC/L).

Primary containment water level and suppression chamber*

pressure cannot be maintained below the Maximum Primary
Containment Water Level Limit, then irrespective of whether
adequate core cooling is assured terminate injection into the
RPV from sources external to the primaJy containment until
pnmary containment water level and suppression chamber
pressure can be maintained below the Maximum Primary
Contairunent Water Level Limit.

Maximum Primary Containment Water Level llmit ,

}a .
, ,,

-

5 ico

|' .^
i

e o
t- "'

$" 5. .
J 73

)

| ] eo
- -,

g
-

.

-3 sc ,
N

g

,
' 0

o. 'O 20 30 +0 to 80 4

Suporesmon Chameer Preasure (psg)
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Attachment A
1

l

|

C5-1 Prevent automaue tnttiation of ADS.
-'

_.

any MSL 1s not tsolated. bynass !MSL and ofTeas his$h radiationrC5-2
interlocksi landl flow RPV water level interlocksi to matntain the [

main condenser as a heat sink. ]
C5-3 l(;

Reactor power is above (3% (APR3f downscale rnpfl or cannot be*

determined, and

Suppression pool temperature is above (the Baron injection+

initiation Temperature), and

Boron Injection initiation Temperature

.a.

:
w

$
3 im

i

i l\
2* \
i

.o
\

g

m
2 3 4 4 6

' *

Reector Power (%)

Either an SRV is open or opens or drywell pressure ts above*

\2.0 pstg (high dnjwell pressure scram setpotnt)). I
I

Draft 57CS 2
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any R%* M41. m oma nnt icniatad, bypass i\iSL anr1 ntic,s- :

tuch rartiatinn intertnckci f annt [ low RPV water level ,

mcumauc o etem 2ne '-!S!" Me!?non interlocksl and restore
@wmcamiauseampW-40-44swanammmt] to matntam the !
7

m un condenser as a heat sink and

Lower RPV water level. Irrespecuve of any cawcquet reactor |.

power or RPV water level oscillauons, by terrninating and
prevenunc all Injecuon into the RPV except from boron injecuon
systems, Pr1C. and CRD. defeattnc interlocks as necessary. ||

unut either:

Reacter uower arops ociow (3% IAPRAf downscate Inp/l. or.

RPV water level reaches |- 164 in. Itop of actroefueul, or*

All SRVs remain closed and drvwell pressure remains.

below |2.0 pste thiah drutred pressure scram setpotnu|.

11 while executtne the tallowinc steps Emergency RPV Depressuntation
:s requireo, conunue in this procedure at (Step C5 5.ll.

|
.

. .a rinv u n e >> c annve 3 ; in ' ' t i n e n ac '' o kw s h 's < <4 wn t < -

3 [I D of\_snarcer nn77tecil and the t-actor tc not chtitdnwn-
-

f any \1SL s nnt isniateri. hvnacs RiSL and nt'fdas htch i
.

adianon interincksi lanni linw RPV water level interIncksl to
naintain he enain condancer as a heat cink and _.

~

Inwer RPV water !rvel to below IM in 124 inches below t he.

'aa, hearer snarcar nnnf acil hv terrn'nat tne and prevennne '4

infection mto the PPV arcent trnm hornn infection svstams
|actr. :nd cr/D. defenone interincks as necessarv

|

CS 3 Draft S3
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Attachment A

'

!f while executing the following step:

* Reactor power is above (3% (APRAf downscale gnp/] or cannot be'

determinea. and

RPV water level is above ( 164 in. (top of actwefueul, anda

Suppression pool temperature is above (the Boron injection*

I Initiation Ternperaturel, and

E!ther an SRV is open or opens or drywell pressure is above*

\2.0 pstg thigtt dniwed pressure scram setpotnU|,

retum to IStep C5 .l.

C5 5 Maintain RPV water level between f 195 in. IMfnimum Steam
Coolina RPV Water Leve01 and either &

* If RPV water level was deliberately lowered in
(Step C5 3 or C5-41. tere::r !- 195 ' '" terr. Ste". Crfi';

??'"'cLe Leely and the level to which it was lowered, or

if RPV water level was not delibemtely lowered in (Step C5 3 gra

ncp cf errf=L1 rd 14 58 in. thigh |W J, ben m r E'OM '"

level (np setpointil. .

3

with the following systems:

Condensate /feedwater*

CRD*

RCIC with suction from the condensate storage tank. 00+

defeating low RPV pressure isolation interlocks and
high suppression pool water level sucuon transfer logic
tf necessary.

,

HPCI with suction from the condensate storage tank. @ .

-

*

|
defeating high suppression pool water level suction

.|[ transfer logte if necessary. . 4

Draft S7 .C5 4
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Attachment A

-

* LFCI with iniecuon through the heat exchangers as soon as
|

;ossible; control and maintain pump now less than the RHR -
Pump NPSH Limit and (the RHR Vortex Linuti.

I

RHR Pump NPSH Limit

:sa

*

5 isa
A m?

t - x
- io s.M .1, %

I! aN
3 h

>

\w

8 I-i
,a

m

j >'a

| | ,|h i
,

I I;
E 2'JO -

| | |
S -~;n

.
a

I ' p)

a no exo som m smoo inc'

AHA Pump Flow agpm)

| R101 Vortex Ilmit

50 -
-

E
3

5
i: i* . .I; i

|

*$
.

c.

5*
e
&
3

40
3 2000 6000 9000 dom *0000 '2000

AHR Pump Fbw(;pm)
a

!f RP" '"'_ter i f e! " 2s net de!!be~_taly !ctfer:-j iMStep C5-2| 2nde

ppe m,2t., ie. .i c,n net te me.n ein ed 3bou, f !si La itep ef ere, e

fueu%mnwn PP"" 24e# 'e':e! b:t't'een ! ' 95 L". "!L"i"'2"'. S!~L'"
Cck.g ?P" w tn- LarL1 =d 1+S* 'r 'high '==! !n; e etp^Mf.a

'
_

| If any MSL ts not isolated. bvoass IMSL and ofTras htch radiation <

I ,

'
interlocksi landl llow RPV water level interlockst to maintain the |'

main condenser as a heat sink. | |
-

C5-5 Draft Si
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'l RPV water levet cannot be r~mren ,nq maintainea above 1-195 in. ||
'1inunum Sicam COouna nPV M*ater ixveu|, EMERGCNCY RPV

+

DEPRESSURIZ.\ TION IS REQUIRED:

C 5-5.1 Terminate and prevent all injection into the RPV except
trom coron iniection systems. CRD and RCIC. Afonne
interiness as necessarv until RPV pressure is below the
\1tnimum Alternate EPV Floocing Pressure. _,

I Numoer Of RPV Pressure
Open 5RVs (psig)

* r more 94O
7

Minimum | 6 112

.\lte r nate
RPV Floociing i :37

Pressure
, 3

238
i

: 264

T43'

i

(less than |l (minunum number of SRVsfor wttictt the
Minunum Ahernate RPV FTooatng Pressure ts below the
awest SRV lifttna pressurcil SRV!sl can be opened. conttnue
:n this procedure.

' 5 - 5 . .' ':Ommence anc. irrespective ci pump NPSH anc vortex'

limits. stowly increase iniection into the RPV with the
following systems to restore and maintain RPV water level

above M44-m "^n '4 'c': - nwul I- 105 in ofin'mnm Smam
rmhna RPV Water I eveul:

* Canaensate!feeawater

* CRD

RCIC with suction from the condensate storace tank.
defeating low RPV pressure isolation interlocks and
high suppression pool water level suction transler locic

il necessarv.
-

_

I!?C with sucuan f rom the condensate storace tank.
;

*

j
defeatine high suppression pool water level suction

|t ransfer !ccic if necessarv | _

_

C5 6 Draft SS
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t

Attacnment A ;
*

-

- * LPCl with injection t.hrough the heat exchangers as
soon as posstole.) ,

,-
_

er qev m,2 ., !:v-! c2 ret be renered rd m2mt ned 2bere
| IEt '" ;rp efecnef=U!. enere rd m2mine PS""mer
'-! 2bc"- [ '95 <e. NLer:r See C:&g PS""%r
W

If RPV water level cannot be restored and maintained above
\- 195 in. Inf trumurn Steam CooUng RPV Water lxveU).
commence and. trrespective of pump NPSH and vortex
limits, slowly increase injection into the RPV with the
following systems to restore and maintain RPV water level
above (- 195 in. (bfuumum Steam Coodng RPV Water LeveU|:

* HPCS

+ LPCS
-

e
* RHR service water crosstle;

fa Fire System
I

interconnect!ons with other unitse

ECCS keep full systemsa

-

If RPV water level cannot be restored and maintained ,

above | 195 in. (bfinimum Steam CooUng RPV Water
Leveul enter (procedure developed from Contingency 861

'

C5-5.3 When RPV water level can be maintained above | 195 in.'
(hfinimum Steam CooUng RPV Water LeveU| return to

(Step C5 51. ,

.

i

:

i

e

:

C5 7 Draft 57 .
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!

!
.

.

,

.

-

~

|

,

l'
i . wittle executtne tile tollowinc step reactor power commences and

ontinues to increase, return to (Step C5 31

C5 6 When 1364 pounds (Hot Situtdown Boron Wetghl>| of boron have been
injected, restore ano maintain RPV water level between (+12 In. (fow
*evel scram setpoinu| and (+55 in. thiott levei inp setpotntJ|.

:f RPV water level cannot be restored and mamtained above (+12 in.
' low fevel scram setpornal. maintain RPV water level above (- 164 in.

: top of activejueul.

~

3 RPV water ievet cannot be rastnrrd and maintameo above I-164 in. ||
~

> top of acttre fueul. EMERGENCY RPV DEPRESSURjZATION IS
REQUIRED: return to (Step C5 5. ll.

C5 7 When (procedure for cooldown to cold shutdown conditions) is
entered from Iprocedure developed from the RPV Control Guldelinel
at (Step RC/P-SI. proceed to cold shutdown m accordance with
(procecure for cocidown to cold shutdown conditions |.

t

,

;

!
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